In this paper we are interested in the following problem: Suppose Fis an analytic subvariety of a (not necessarily reduced) complex analytic space X, IF is a coherent analytic sheaf on X-V, and 6: X-V-> X is the inclusion map. When is 6JÍJF) coherent (where 6q(F) is the qth direct image of 3F under 0)?
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In this paper we are interested in the following problem: Suppose Fis an analytic subvariety of a (not necessarily reduced) complex analytic space X, IF is a coherent analytic sheaf on X-V, and 6: X-V-> X is the inclusion map. When is 6JÍJF) coherent (where 6q(F) is the qth direct image of 3F under 0)?
The case ¿7 = 0 is very closely related to the problem of extending rF to a coherent analytic sheaf on X. This problem of extension has already been dealt with in Frisch-Guenot [1] , Serre [9] , , Thimm [17] , and Trautmann [18] - [20] .
So, in our investigation we assume that !F admits a coherent analytic extension on all of X. Theorem T. Suppose V is an analytic subvariety of a complex analytic space X, q is a nonnegative integer, andrF is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let 6: X-V-*-X be the inclusion map. Then a sufficient condition for 80(^\X-V),..., dq(^\X-V) to be coherent is: for xeV there exists an open neighborhood V of x in X such that codh(3F\U-V)^dimx V+q+2.
Trautmann's sufficiency condition is in general not necessary, as is shown by the following example. Let X=C3, F={z1=z2=0}, ^=0, and J^the analytic idealsheaf of {z2=z3=0}. d^LF\X-V)=3F is coherent on X. However, codh &=2 at (a, 0, 0) for all a. Hence there exists no neighborhood If of (0, 0, 0) such that codh(^\U-V)^3.
In this paper we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the coherence of 60(^\X-V),..., d<l (&'\X-V) . This necessary and sufficient condition is then applied to give an affirmative answer to a question raised by Serre [9, .
To state the main results, we introduce the following notations: If ¿F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex analytic space X, then SkLF) denotes the analytic subvariety {x e X \ codh F"x^k}, [6, Satz 5, p. 81] . If /) is an open subset of X, then SkLF\D) denotes the topological closure of Sk(&\D) in X. If V is an analytic subvariety of X, then ¿Cyi^) denotes the sheaf defined by the presheaf U m-Hk(U, SP), where, Hk(U,.F) is the ^-dimensional cohomology group of U with coefficients in & and supports in V. If X, IF, and V are complex algebraic instead of analytic, we use the same notations and !Fh denotes the coherent analytic sheaf canonically associated with !F.
YUM-TONG SIU [April
The main results are the following two theorems : Theorem A. Suppose V is an analytic subvariety of a complex analytic space iX, 3ft?), q is a nonnegative integer, and & is a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let 6: X-V^¡* X be the inclusion map. Then the following three statements are equivalent :
(i) 60i^\X-V),..., Q¿SF\X-V) ior equivalents ¿?v°i.F),. ..,3f^\3F)) are coherent on X.
(fix) For every xeV, eoi^\X-V)x,..., 6qLF\X-V)x ior equivalently ^(^)x, ...,Jttf + 1LF)X) are finitely generated over ¿^x.
(iii) dim VnSk+q + ii3sr\X-V)<kfor every k = 0.
Theorem B. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of a complex algebraic space X, q is a nonnegative integer, and ¡F is a coherent algebraic sheaf on X. Then Sftfyi^F), ..., •?£y3 + 1(ár) are coherent algebraic sheaves on X if and only if 3ftfv(^h), ■ ■ -, Jft^ + 1i^h) are coherent analytic sheaves on X. If so, the canonical homomorphisms ¿fvk LFf -> ¿e$ i&h) are isomorphisms for O^k^q+l.
These results are announced without proofs in [15] . Complex analytic spaces, in this paper, are in the sense of Grauert (i.e., not necessarily reduced). A holomorphic function / on a complex analytic space (A", ¿ft*) means an element of T(A", Jf). We say that/vanishes at a point x of X if fix is not a unit in 3dtx.
If n is a nonnegative integer and !F is a coherent analytic sheaf on a complex analytic space X, then 0M^ denotes the subsheaf of 3ft~ defined as follows : for x e X, iOM?)x={s e 3ft~x | for some open neighborhood U of x in X, s is induced by some t e r(£, F) satisfying dim Supp f¿n}. 0[n\p is coherent and dim Supp Olnl& á« (see [10] and [16] [10] and [16] ).
If 'S is an analytic subsheaf of an analytic sheaf 5ona complex analytic space (A", Jftf) and J is an analytic ideal sheaf on X, then ifg-.J)? denotes the largest analytic subsheaf Sf of & such that /^c <$. The same notations are also used for the complex algebraic case. When a space has both analytic and algebraic structures, the symbols 0 and Jf denote respectively the algebraic and analytic structure-sheaves.
All rings are commutative and have identity. Subrings share the same identity elements as the rings they are imbedded in. All modules are unitary. If £ is a ring and A/c M are £-modules and / is an ideal in £, then (TV: I)M is the largest £-submodule S of M such that IS^N. If /=£/Tor some fie R, then iN:I)M is also denoted by (# :/)M. By applying the functor Homjr i-,2tf), we obtain
Since J27 is locally free on G-(FuZ), Hom^ OF, ^f) is locally free on G-(KuZ). (1) For OSvSn -r-2 consider:
for some nonnegative sv, fs*0ki@v) = 0 (4)v on Q-Z for l^kSn -r -2 -v.
We are going to prove (4)v by descending induction on v. (4)"_r_2 is a vacuous statement and hence is true. For the general case, suppose 0^v<n -r -2 and (4)v + 1 is true. Since (1) is exact on G -( V u Z), f£y + y agrees with ^ï + 1onG-(KuZ).By (2) and Lemma 1, there exists a nonnegative integer tv such that fl*oki£Pv + y) = 0 on Q-Z for lúkún-r-2-iv+l). (Korollar zu Satz 3, p. 351, [5] ). Since a0ijr>>)=jr\ Im (<r0(**')-* »oG^» +1)) =i?v + 1. By (3), f^oyi^v) = 0 on g. Hence (4)v is satisfied with iv^max(av, rv).
The induction process is complete.
Since (1) is exact on G-(KuZ), F* agrees with S?0 on G-(KuZ). By (2), (4) o, and Lemma 1, for some nonnegative integer s',/''ffo(^*)c^* on g-Z and fs'aki^*) = 0 on g-Z for l^fcá«-r-2.
Since J*" is locally free on G-(F u Z), the natural map !F -*■ J*"* is isomorphic on G-(FuZ).
By Lemma 1, there exists a nonnegative integer j such that /V0(F)c: jr on g-Z and/safc(-F) = 0 on g-Z for l=k^n-r-2.
Q.E.D. Proof. We can assume w.l.o.g. that J^O. Let r=dim (F-Z). Then l^n-r-2. We are going to prove the proposition by descending induction on /.
When l=n -r-2, F is locally free on G -(Ku Z) and the proposition follows from Lemma 2.
For the general case, suppose l<n -r-2. Since g is relatively compact, the problem is local in nature. We can assume w.l.o.g. that we have an exact sequence 0 -> <$ -» 2€p -» & -> 0 on G, where 3€ is the analytic structure-sheaf of C". codh 9Zr+l+3=r+il+l)+2 on G-(KuZ).
By induction hypothesis, for some 'nonnegative integer s, fsaki^S) = 0 on g-Z for l=k^l+l and /sa0(^)c 9 on g-Z. Since y" and St* are both flabby, Hq-"-\X, S^) = Hq-v(X, SPA = Hq-v-\X, Sf*) = Hq'\X, Sp*) = 0for0 = v<q-l. Hence
Hq-"-\X, Siv + 1) X Hq~\X, JQ is a commutative diagram for 0^v<q-1.
We are going to prove (6)v for 0^v^q-1 by induction on v.
(6), p+iH"-\X, JQ c Im (Hq~"(X, 'S A -* Hq~\X, AÍTA).
The exact sequence 0 -*■ J5" -> ÍF* -> ¡F*^ -> 0 gives rise to the exact sequence
(6)0 follows from â?0£.F and
For the general case, assume 0<vfíq-1 and that (6)v_x is true. By (5) and 
Hq-\X, SiA -> Hq-"(X, JQ -> Hq~v(X, 0V(J*")).
Since/Öv(J^)=0,///3-v(A', 6V(^))=0. Hence (6)v follows from (7) and (8). The induction process is completed.
The exact sequence 0 -»• Siq -> JfQ -* Qq(áF) -* 0 yields the exact sequence 0 -»■ T(X, Si") -* r(A-, ¿Q -* r(A, 0Q(.F)). We identify r(A", «,) as a subset of T(A-, JQ. Since/ö(I(^)=0,/r(A', dq(!F)) = 0. The proposition follows from (6)Q_!, (9), (10) , and (11). Q.E.D. Then there exists a nonnegative integer s such thatfs6k(&r) = 0 on Q -Zfior l=k^q andfisd0ÇF)c^ on Q-Z.
Proof. Let r be the largest integer such that codh !F>r+q+l on G -(FuZ). We prove by descending induction on r. When r = n-q-l, ¡F = 0 on G -(VV)Z) and the proposition is trivial.
For the general case, assume r<n-q-l. Let W=A^+1 uZ. Then codh^"> r+l+q+l on G-(V\J W). By induction hypothesis, there exists a natural number $x such that/si0k(. Lemma 6. Suppose Y is a nowhere dense in-l)-dimensional analytic subvariety of an n-dimensional complex analytic space (*, X). Let a: X-Y'-> * be the inclusion map. Suppose IF is a coherent analytic sheaf on X such that Supp IF=X. Then for some Xe Y, cr0iF)x is not finitely generated over Jfx.
Proof. By Lemma 5, we can choose a point x of Y and an open neighborhood U of x in * such that U-Y is Stein. We are going to prove that croO^")*. is not finitely generated over J?x. Suppose the contrary.
Choose a sequence {xk}k = 1 in U-Y whose limit is x. As a set, {xk}k = 1 is an analytic subvariety of U-Y. Let J be its analytic ideal-sheaf on U-Y. Since/^oO^cjT on Q,fi0oiF))^F. On g, fi60iF)) = <piF)[V]r is coherent.
T(U-Y, F\J3F) z fi (PIJP)-
Since <p is injective, öoO^O is coherent on g. Since x is arbitrary, the case q = 0 is proved. For the general case, assume a>0. 5'fc+Q((J¡r//Jsr)|*-V)<^Sk + q+xLF\X-V).
Hence dim Kn Sk+qiiF/fF)\X-V)<k for every /c^O. By induction hypothesis, 6kiF) and BkiF/fF) are coherent on * for O^k^q-1. The exact sequence 0 -*■ ^ A-^ -> F/fiF -*■ 0 yields the exact sequence <Vi(^) -* <Vi(^7/^) -y <?,(#■) J^ eQ(^). Since/sö9(^) = 0 on g, ^ = 0 on g.
On g, ö<,(ir) = Coker(ög_1(J^)^ 0q-x(F/fF)) is coherent. Since x is arbitrary, the induction process is complete. Q.E.D.
The complex algebraic analog of Theorem A is the following:
Theorem A'. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of a complex algebraic space (*, 6), q is a nonnegative integer, and F is a coherent algebraic sheaf on X. Let 0: X-V-+X be the inclusion map. Then the following three statements are equivalent : ..., Aity + XLF)X) are finitely generated over (9X.
(iii) dim V n Sk + q + 1(F\X-V)<k for every k^O.
The proof of Theorem A' is trivially analogous to the proof of Theorem A. There is no need to repeat the argument. However, since the algebraic analog of Scheja's theorem (Korollar zu Satz 3, p. 351, [5] ) on extending cohomology classes which is vital in the proof of Theorem A cannot be proved in the same way as the analytic case, we present what we need for the algebraic case in the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of dimension r in Cn and <S is the algebraic structure-sheaf of Cn. Let 6: Cn-V-^C" be the inclusion map.
Then 6k((P) = 0fior 1 ^k^n-2-r and eo(0) = & ifrSn-2.
Proposition 4 can be obtained from some general theorems in the works of Grothendieck ([2] , [3] ). However, for the sake of completeness, we present a direct proof here.
In Lemmas 7 and 8 and the proof of Proposition 4 below, Q. denotes Cn and 6 denotes the algebraic structure-sheaf of C". R denotes T(fí, 0). If ß e R, then Q.Q denotes the complement of the zero-set of ß in Q. Lemma 7. Suppose V is an algebraic subvariety of Q, Q e R, and F is a coherent algebraic sheaf on Q.Q. Suppose p is a nonnegative integer and fe R vanishes identically on V. Ifse H$(Q.Q, F), then there exists a nonnegative integer m (depending on s), such thatfms = 0.
Proof. We are going to prove by induction on p. Let V be the set of all common zeros of ß1;..., Qke R.
(a) The case p = 0. //F°(Q0, F) is the subset of all elements of r(QQ, F') having supports in V. Since i = 0on ß0-Slf, by Proposition 6, p. 235 of [7] , there exists a nonnegative integer m such that/ms = 0 on Q.Q.
(b) The case p = 1, V(ilQ, F) ü> T(Q0 -V, F) U //¿(f^, JF) -> H1^, JF) = 0 is exact. s = ß(s*) for some s* eT(LlQ-V,F).
Since 0Q-V<^Q.;, by Lemma 1, p. 247 of [7] , there exists a nonnegative integer r and í e T(Q0, F) such that s=fs* on O0 n D.f. Since s-firs* = 0 on £lQt n Q.Q n D/; by Proposition 6, p. 235 of [7] , there exists a nonnegative integer qi such that fqi(s-firs*)=0 on DQl o D0. Let ? = 1^x07».,.. .,qk). Then f " s =fi>+rs* on Qe-V,f>+rs* elm a, and/q + ri = 0.
(c) For the general case, assume/?> 1. Then HJ(Q.Q, ^r)xH"'1(D.Q-V, &). We identify the two. Let £/¡ = ü0l n £!0 and U={L7j}jc=1. U covers Q.Q-V. s is represented by an element of Zp_1(ll, 3F) given by sio...ip_1 e r(Uio H---0 Uip_vF), lú¡o, ■ ■ -, ip-i = k. By Lemma 1, p. 247 of [7] , there exist a nonnegative integer r 
Hence/"*»=0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 8. Suppose fi,.. .,fie R and fi is not a zero-divisor for £721 = 1 Rfi f°r lúiúk, where ^¿°=y Rfi = 0. Suppose I is an ideal in R and dim I<n -k. Then there exists fie I such that fis not a zero-divisor for £/2ï=i Rfi.
Proof. If £ = 2ï=i Rf, tnen tnere is nothing to prove. Assume £^2ï=i ^/v Since/ is not a zero-divisor for £/2V=i Rf f°r 1 á»áfe,the height of any isolated prime ideal of 21=i ^/ is greater than the height of some isolated prime ideal of 2l=i Rfi for 1 =i^k [22, Corollary 3, p. 214, Vol. I] . By Theorem 30, p. 240, Vol.
I of [22] , the height of every isolated prime ideal of 2ï=i Rfi is equal to k. By Theorem 20, p. 193, Vol. II of [22] , dim 2if=i Rfi = n-k, because £ is simply the polynomial ring of n algebraically independent variables over C. Let {Pa}aeA be the set of all associated prime ideals of 2ï=i Rfi-By Theorem 26, p. 203, Vol. II of [22] , dim£a = n-iV for all a. Hence /££" for aeA. I<t{JaeAPa [22, p. 215 (15) for £/2?=i Rfiv, then the sheaf-homomorphism q>: 9 -> 9 defined by multiplication by/is injective, where ^ = c">/2¡?=i ®fv
To prove (15), take arbitrarily QeR. Suppose j e r(iis, ^) and ¡pis) = 0. By Lemma 1, p. 247 of [7] , there exist a nonnegative integer r and s' e £(Í2, 9) such that s' = Qrs on Q.Q. q>is') = 0 on 0Q. By Proposition 6, p. 235 of [7] , there exists a nonnegative integer m such that <piQms')= g>(j') = 0 on Í2. Since HH&, 2ï=i 0/v) = 0 [7, Corollary 1, p. 239 The proposition follows from (16)
In (a), (j8), (y) and (8) Proof. Let codhA M=k. Let fi,...,fk be an Af-sequence. (In the case k = 0, fy,...,fi is just the empty sequence and the argument that follows applies also to this case.) By ir),fi,.. .,fi is an A?-sequence. We need only prove that/1; ...,f" is a maximal M-sequence. Imi/'i=0 on * and Imi/>2 = 0 on g. By induction hypothesis, a and ß are isomorphisms. Hence y is isomorphic on g. The induction process is complete, because g is arbitrary. Q.E.D. Finally, we give an interesting relation between the Ext functor and direct images in a very special case (Proposition 8 below).
Lemma 9. Suppose R is a ring, F is an R-module, and Since 6»0(^rpv|G-V)x3ftfp^ for v=fc-1, fc, k+l, we have <pv=ç>* for v=k-1, A;. Therefore 0fcOF \G-V)x Ö^Ker <p£_ x | G -K) s Ker çsjlm ?fc _ x = Ker pj/lm <p£_ x.
By Lemma 9, Ker <p£/Im ç£_ ! X Exi%, (S?, ¿ft?) = Ext*^ (Hom^ iF, 3ftC), 3ft?). Q.E.D.
After the submission of this paper, I learned that G. Trautmann simultaneously and independently had also obtained the equivalence of (i) and (iii) of Theorem A in Invent. Math. 8 (1969) , 143-174.
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